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Editors Note: We hope you like the new look. This eﬀort to
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articles you write and wish to be included, as we" as links
to interesting website articles. For correspondence, please
include “WASP” in the subject line of e-mails you send. Emails can be sent to: publications@warrenastro.org

☛ President Bob Berta.

An incredible photo of M-101 by R Jay GaBany, a good
friend and in my opinion the absolute best astrophotographer in the world today is located on page 6 of
this months’ issue of the WASP. His photos frequently
show up on APOD, S&T and Astronomy magazines,
etc. He gave us permission to use both the photo as
well as his wonderful write-up of his image. (Click here
to read his write-up in full).

Paul Goldsmith At Cranbrook

On Friday, October 17, Paul Goldsmith will present a
lecture, whose tentative title is “Molecular Clouds and
Star Formation”. The tickets are on sale now either
through Cranbrook or at our club meetings. Steve Uitti
is selling the tickets at each meeting. All tickets to the
clubs are at the Cranbrook discount member price of
$8 whether you are a member or not. PLEASE DO NOT
WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MOMENT TO BUY THE TICKETS AS WE WANT TO RESERVE A BIG BLOCK FOR
OUR CLUB TO SHOW OUR SUPPORT.
Bob Berta
President Warren Astronomical Society
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IN THE NEWS

!

quarters along the Franco-Swiss border.

The video is funny, informative, and entertaining — a
great way to learn about the particle accelerator that
passed its first test September 10. MacAlpine says she
wants to be a science writer, and from her work with
this rap, I would say she has a promising future.

(Thanks to Jon Blum for pointing us to this article)
UPDATE:
The Large Hadron Collider is planned to be fired up
again in April, 2009. The worlds most powerful particle
accelerator is located in Europe, and will continue it’s
scientific research to test fundamental theories in
physics. Although it had to be shut down on September 19 after it’s first test due to a malfunction, it is
believed that the damage was manageable.

The shape of the light curve is inconsistent with microlensing. In addition to being inconsistent with all
known supernova types, is not matched to any spectrum in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database.
The only thing the astronomers—working on the Supernova Cosmology Project—can tell is that it ap-

The Warren Astronomical Society Paper (WASP) is the official monthly publication of the Society. Each new issue of
the WASP is e-mailed to each member and/or is available online at warrenastronomicalsociety.org. Requests by other Astronomy clubs to receive the WASP, and all other correspondence should be addressed to the Publications Director, Larry
Phipps, at 52poppa@excite.com. Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged and should be submitted to the
editor by the 28th day of each month. Any format of submission is accepted, however, the easiest forms for this editor to
use are plain text files. Most popular graphics formats are acceptable. The preferred method of submission is electronically
via e-mail with attachment to the editor. Alternative submissions include printed form delivered in person, or via US mail.
Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of the authors and are not necessarily the opinions of the
WAS or the editor. The WASP reserves the right to deny publication of any submission.
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peared all of a sudden in the direction of a cluster with
the catchy name of CL 1432.5+3332.8, about 8.2 billion light-years away. Hubble caught a spark that
continued to brighten during a 100-day period, peaking at the 21st magnitude, only to fade away in the
same period of time.
Apparently, a scientist at the LHC declared that the
object is similar to the flash that an Imperial Star Destroyer does when reaching Warp 10. Either that or
some dust on the Hubble lenses, so someone tell
NASA to get some Windex up there too.
http://www.skyandtelescope.com/community/skyblog/
newsblog/28244844.html?pageSize=0

(Thanks to thexxfiles and Richard Lipke for
pointing us to this article)
***********************
NASA Science News for
September 23, 2008

Solar physicists have announced that the solar wind is
losing pressure, hitting a 50-year record low for the
Space Age. This development has repercussions
across the solar system. This is quite interesting and
has lots of repercussions for future manned travel in
space and wear and tear on satelites.FULL STORY at:
http://science.nasa.gov/headlines/y2008/23sep_solar
wind.htm?list1076889

(Thanks to Bob Berta for pointing us to this article)
***********************
DO YOU NEED HELP PUTTING TOGETHER A TALK FOR THE CLUB, YOUR
KIDS SCHOOL, SCOUTS, ETC.?

WAS has 4 members who are certified as contacts for
the Astronomical Society of the Pacific. Lee Hartwell,
Marty Kunz, Dave Bailey and Bob Berta are members
who can provide talks for various groups using special
"kits" provided by the ASP. They have done a lot of
presentations and these are recorded with the ASP. As
a result we get FREE kits from ASP that can be used to
do presentations...and these are available for ALL
members to use. Currently we have over 20 kits on a
variety of astronomical topics suitable for a wide range
of ages and astronomical science knowledge. The kits
are complete with a talk outline, visual aids, etc. that
will help the presenter give a first rate talk. You are
free to borrow the kits and use them for your own
talks. The only requirement is that when done the kits
must be returned AND information re: the group, size,
date are given to Lee or Bob so they can enter the
information in the on-line database at the ASP. By doing so we qualify for even more free kits.
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Following is a list of 20 of the kits we already have.
Each is suitable for a complete talk...or you can combine them as you wish.
1. How do we find planets around other stars?
2. Is our solar system unique?
3. Telescopes tour of the sky...how do stars and planets form?
4. Where are the distant worlds?
5. Where are we searching for other planets?
6. Why do we put telescopes in space?
7. A universe of galaxies
8. Telescopes as time machines
9. Media and resources for instructors
10. Where are the black holes?
11. Gravity and the fabric of space
12. Media and resources tool kit.
13. Ready to observe?
14. What power is your telescope?
15. Can you see the flag on the moon?
16. Why doesn't it look like the photos?
17. Shadows and silhouettes outreach tool kit.
18. Local transit authority.
19. Trip around the triangle.
20. Shadows in space; phases and eclipses.

***********************
Oakland Astronomy Club NEWSLETTER
September 2008

http://oaklandastronomy.ulmb.com/oacnews0908.html
Clear skies,
Bill MacIntosh

***********************
WAS Meetings scheduled for 2008
Cranbrook Meetings: Every 1st Monday
Oct. 6
Nov. 3
Dec. 1
Macomb Meetings: Every 3rd Thursday
Oct. 16
Nov. 20 Dec. 18 (Banquet Date)

The next meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society
is scheduled for October 16 at Macomb Community
College. The next Cranbrook meeting is scheduled for
Monday, November 3.
After each meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, some club members go to a restaurant for a snack
and informal chat. All members are invited to join us
there.
We generally leave from the Macomb and
Cranbrook meetings about 10 PM, and meet at the
restaurant a few minutes later. We order food from
the menu, sit around and chat for about an hour, and
leave the restaurant between 11:30 PM and midnight.
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After the Macomb meeting, club members meet at:
National Coney Island
28901 Groesbeck Hwy
Roseville, MI 48066-2334
just south of 12 Mile Rd.
Roseville
The phone number is 586-772-1324
After the Cranbrook meeting:
Red Coat Tavern
31542 Woodward
on the east side of Woodward, two blocks north of 13
Mile, just north of Burger King
in Royal Oak
The restaurant phone number is 248-549-0300

***********************
Astronomy Gadgets
Where to buy gadgets discussed by Jon Blum at the
October 6, 2008 Cranbrook meeting

Glow tape:
identi-tape.com (Click on “Photoluminescent tape”)
tapebrothers.com (Click on “Glow Products”)
Warren Astronomical Society (see Steve Uitti at WAS
meetings)
Blinky lights:
scopestuff.com (Click on “Red Things”)
Binocular mounts:
telescope.com (Tripod adapter, Parallelogram)
tricomachine.com/skywindow (Sky Window)
geocities.com/lwraif/SimP (Stargeezer Chair)
Binoculars:
telescope.com (Orion)
optcorp.com (OPT)
Diehard 12-volt batteries:
Sears or K-Mart
Cigarette lighter splitter “Vector 3 in 1”:
Best Buy
Timers:
Radio Shack
Coiled power cord:
kendrickastro.com/astro/battery.html
Dew heaters and controllers:
optcorp.com
kendrickastro.com/astro/dewremover.html
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Blow dryer:
scopestuff.com (Click on “12 Volt Stuff”)
Heated dew shields:
kendrickastro.com/astro/dewcap.htmlastrozap.com/pa
ges/dew-heat.htm
Finders - Telrad:
optcorp.com or adorama.com
Riser for Telrad scopestuff.com (Click on “ATM Stuff”)
Bracket for laser pointer lumicon.com or
greatredspot.com
Red dot or straight or RACI finder:
telescope.com or optcorp.com
Brother p-touch label maker:
Staples, Office Max, or Office Depot
Yellow eyepiece caps:
eyepiececaps.com
My eyepieces:
optcorp.com
Celestron 10mm Axiom LX with 82° AFOV
($179)
Pentax 20mm XW with 70° AFOV ($359)
Celestron 2x Barlow Ultima ($65)
Adorama.com
Meade 36mm 4000QX with 70° AFOV ($99)
Padded cases - Orion:
telescope.com
Foldable wheeled crate
Staples
Elevator pier mounted in your vehicle
astrolifts.com
StarChaserz
Pipe insulating foam & cable tie (for focus knob)
Home Depot
NOTES:
Most of these items can be purchased from multiple
sources in addition to the sources I have listed above.
Prices vary frequently, so may be different than in my
presentation or listed here.
The above list does not include items mentioned in my
talk that are easily available at non-astronomy stores,
such as duffle bags and Hummers.
When buying from OPT, get additional discounts on
most items by joining their OPT Rewards club, free for
members of any astronomy club.
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Jon’s info about Maui with photos
mauihawaii.org
Jon’s astronomy photos (trips, not astrophotos)
www.jonrosie.com/astronomy

***********************

Warren Astronomical Society
2008 Presentations
DATE
6 - Oct

LOCATION PRESENTER
Cranbrook Jon Blum

SUBJECT
Astronomy Gadgets
16 - Oct Macomb David Bailey
Bigger Than The
Moon
3 - Nov Cranbrook Gary Gathen
Constellations of
H. A. Rey
20 - Nov Macomb Michael Foerster T.B.D.
1 - Dec Cranbrook Intro by
Astro Film
G.W.Ross
Festival
18 - Dec Macomb Mark John Chris- Dawn Of The Shuttensen
tle (Folly)

Please contact the 1st V.P. (program chairperson) to:
1: Schedule new presentation.
2: Alter scheduled presentations.
3: Add a subject title to your presentation.
4: Change the subject title of your presentation.

***********************

2008 Stargate Observatory Open
House Schedule

NOTE: Depending on weather at the time, open house
dates are:
Oct. 04, Nov. 08, Dec. 06
1. Normal closing time will depend on events, weather,
and other variables.
2. The observatory may be closed one hour after opening
time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact me for other arrangements, such as late arrival
time.
4. An alternative person will be appointed to open the
observatory if I cannot attend a scheduled date or opening time.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled
open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending
on weather or staﬃng availability.
7. An e-mail will be posted no later than 2 hours before
starting time incase of date change or cancellation.
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8. It is best to email me up to 2 hours before the posted
opening with any questions you may have. I will not be
able to receive e-mail after 2 hours before open time.
Generally only strong rain or snow would prevent the
open house...even if it is clouded over I plan on being
there. Often the weather is cloudy but clears up as the
evening progresses.
Marty Kunz
W.A.S. 2nd V.P. (2008)

***********************

SOLAR UPDATE

The National Association for Amateur Radio maintains

a website to promote interest in Amateur Radio communications and experimentation, represents US Radio
Amateurs in legislative matters, and maintains fraternalism and a high standard of conduct among Amateur Radio operators. Interestingly enough, a major
influence on how radio waves propagate in other than
straight line paths is electromagnetic radiation; both in
Earth’s atmosphere, and solar-terrestrial interactions.
As the Sun’s activity has a great influence on our electromagnetic field, amateur radio enthusiasts monitor
sun activity regularly. For more information concerning
radio propagation, visit the ARRL Technical Information
Service
Propagation
page
http://www.arrl.org/tis/info/propagation.html. To read
this week's Solar Report in its entirety, which includes
updates on sunspots, solar flares, and Coronal Mass
Ejections (CME), check out the W1AW Propagation
Bulletin page http://www.arrl.org/w1aw/prop/.
Propagation Forecast Bulletin
From Tad Cook, K7RA
Seattle, WA

(Thanks Norman Dillard for pointing us to this information)
***********************
ASTRONOMICAL EVENTS
OCTOBER, 2008

Date
Date:__________________
1 Mars 5.0N of Moon
19 Moon furthest North (27.3)
1 Venus 4.8N of Moon
21 Pollux 4.7N of Moon
4 Antares 0.1N of Moon Occn 21 LAST QUARTER
5 Moon at apogee
22 Mercury greatest elong
5 Moon furthest South (-27.4) 23 Regulus 1.8N of Moon
6 Mercury inferior conjunction 25 Saturn 4.5N of Moon
7 Jupiter 2.4N of Moon
26 Venus 3.1N of Antares
7 FIRST QUARTER
28 Spica 2.6N of Moon
10 Neptune 0.8S of Moon Occn 28 NEW MOON
12 Uranus 3.6S of Moon
29 Mars 4.9N of Moon
14 FULL MOON
31 Antares 0.1S of MoonOccn
15 Mercury stationary
31 Mercury 4.0N of Spica
17 Moon at perigee
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Warren Astronomical Society
Minutes of Board Meeting
Minutes of Board Meeting - will be available in next
months issue.

***********************
The Northern Pinwheel (Messier 101)

by R Jay GaBany
Hello and Happy Autumn:
I have an new picture that I would like to share with
you...
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visible in an electron microscope!
On the grandest scale, the Universe is filled with
structures that resemble the shape of enormous soap
bubbles. Occasionally, where the edges of one bubble
meets another, herds of galaxies can be found, held
together by mutual gravitational attraction. The Milky
Way presides over one of these collections along with
another spiral galaxy, two million light years distant,
that can be seen with the naked eye from relatively
dark locations toward the constellation of Andromeda.
Over thirty other smaller galaxies can be found nearby
and combined, they, our home galaxy and the spiral in
Andromeda form, what astronomers call, the Local
Group. Our group is, in turn, surrounded by other
galactic aggregations.
One nearby bunch, consisting of nine galaxies, is
dominated by the subject of the photograph I am
sharing with our, first! Known as the Northern Pinwheel or Messier 101, this enormous spiral collection
of stars, gas and dust is located about 27 million light
years from Earth and spans over 170 thousand light
years from one side to the other!

WHAT IS IT?
Cerulean blue and lovely, clothed in a thin veil of
clouds, Earth twirls a path through a Universe immense beyond our most unbridled imagining. Each
night, a star-dusted ever widening expanse reveals
itself overhead and every night, since before recorded
history, people across the globe look up and wonder
about its extent, purpose and functioning. The ancients saw patterns of gods and mythical creatures
and assumed that humankind dwelt at the center of
everything that is. Grudgingly over the eons that
passed, the truth became much more evident- Earth
was but one of nine planets circling an unremarkable
star that was, itself, just one of over four hundred million suns tracing a path around the center of one out
of ten billion other galaxies.
Most galaxies are great stellar gatherings bound together by threads of gravity that have been shaped
into great, glowing disks. In the night skies of our
planet, the star-studded plane of the disk form a dim
river of light that gives our galaxy its name- the Milky
Way. So huge is our home Galaxy, that if it were reduced to the size of the United States, the Earth would
be far smaller than the smallest dust fragment- barely

Spiral galaxies, like the Northern Pinwheel, share
many aspects in common with the Milky Way- the
most prominent being a conspicuous set of expansive,
glowing spiral arms extending from a compact central
region.
Spiral galaxies represent about three quarters of the
galactic population observed throughout the Universe.
They have long been the subject of intense scrutiny
because they present science with a tantalizing riddlethe spiral arms that represent their most striking characteristic should not exist in such great numbers.
On first impression, their spiral shape appears to be
the result of the galaxy's natural spin- like a swirl of
cream stirred into a cup of coffee. However, the
speed of stars that orbit around the galactic center
vary according to their distance from the galaxy's middle- the outer stars move much slower than those
close in. The inner stars and gas that surround and
accompany them, can make half a dozen orbits before
the outer stars and material can circle once. This is
known a differential rotation and it can form a spiral
pattern in just a few turns but, over time, the pattern
should smear just as well-stirred coffee quickly turns
uniformly lighter brown.
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Therefore, the spiral arm structure seen in galaxies
should be transitory on the cosmic scale. Instead,
they persist.

indicate that you are a member of WAS. Once a year they send
the treasurer a list of people who have subscribed to Sky & Telescope for verification. This takes effect Immediately.

The mechanism that created the spiral arms seen in
this galaxy, and others like our Milky Way, is known as
a gravitational density wave. By definition, a wave is
the movement of a disturbance through a medium- it
is not the movement of the material itself. For example, as a boat moves through water, it disturbs nearby
water molecules which, in turn, bump into molecules
next to themselves and so on. This forms a wave pattern within the water but very little water actually
moves with it.

***********************

Similarly, a galactic density wave is a spiral shaped
disturbance that moves through the galaxy's disk. The
stars, gas and dust within a galaxy orbit the central
region at various speeds but all of this material travels
about the center faster than the gravity density wave.
Periodically, the material catches up with and falls into
the slower moving gravity wave, much as a knot of
cars might form around a large, slow moving truck on
the highway. Over time, the stars, with mass and
momentum of their own, pass through the wave and
resume their original speed but the gas that accompanies the stars tends to accumulate, compress, collapse
under their own weight and ignite as new, hot starsthis, in effect, lights up the spiral structure like a
Christmas tree!
Thus, material that constitutes a galaxy's spiral arms
are comprised of entirely different material than the
arms of the same galaxy millions of years later.
To see this brand new image, created with some of
the first exposures I have taken this year since a freak
accident took my observatory off line last December,
please access the following link and please click on the
initial image that is returned to see the entire picture:
http://www.cosmotography.com/images/close_new_m
101.html
Thank you, again, for your continued interest. I'll be
back in touch, soon, with another picture that I hope
you will find interesting!
Jay

***********************
IMPORTANT NOTICE:
PLEASE NOTE: Sky and Telescope has changed their policy.
They no longer want the WAS treasurer to renew subscriptions.
Just send in your renewal at the club rate ($32.95), being sure to

Extreme Starburst
by Dr. Tony Phillips

A star is born. A star is born. A star is born.
Repeat that phrase 4000 times and you start to get an
idea what life is like in distant galaxy
J100054+023436.
Astronomers using NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope
and ground-based observatories have found that the
galaxy gives birth to as many as 4000 stars a year. For
comparison, in the same period of time the Milky Way
produces only about 10. This makes J100054+023436
an extreme starburst galaxy.
“We call it the ‘Baby Boom galaxy,” says Peter Capak
of NASA’s Spitzer Science Center at the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena, CA. "It is undergoing
a major baby boom, producing most of its stars all at
once. If our human population was produced in a similar boom, then almost all people alive today would be
the same age."
Capak is lead author of a paper entitled "Spectroscopic
Confirmation of an Extreme Starburst at Redshift
4.547" detailing the discovery in the July 10th issue of
Astrophysical Journal Letters.
The galaxy appears to be a merger, a “train wreck” of
two or more galaxies crashing together. The crash is
what produces the baby boom. Clouds of interstellar
gas within the two galaxies press against one another
and collapse to form stars, dozens to hundreds at a
time.
This isn’t the first time astronomers have witnessed a
galaxy producing so many stars. “There are some
other extreme starburst galaxies in the local universe,”
says Capek. But the Baby Boom galaxy is special because it is not local. It lies about 12.3 billion light
years from Earth, which means we are seeing it as it
was 12.3 billion years ago. The universe itself is no
older than 14 billion years, so this galaxy is just a
youngster (Capak likens it to a 6-year-old human) pre-
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viously thought to be incapable of such rapid-fire star
production.
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THE SWAP SHOP

This column is for those who are

interested in buying, trading or
selling items. At the present time,
you may submit ads of items for
sale to Larry Phipps, 313.532.4451
(publications@warrenastro.org).
The ad will run for six months. The
month and year the ad will be removed is also shown.
FOR SALE: Coulter mirror tube including diagonal
mirror & mount. The tube has some scuffs but should
paint up nicely. It measures 75" long x 19.75" ID.
$10.
Picture avail. by E-mail (astro88848@yahoo.com)
248/528-9235 (Glenn). [12-2008]

The “Baby Boom” galaxy loosely resembles the galaxy
shown here, called Zw II 96, in this Hubble Space Telescope
image. This galaxy is only 500 million light-years away,
while the Baby Boom galaxy is 12.3 billion light-years
away.
The Baby Boom galaxy poses a challenge to the Hierarchical Model of galaxy evolution favored by many
astronomers. According to the Hierarchical Model, galaxies grow by merging; Add two small galaxies together, and you get a bigger galaxy. In the early years
of the universe, all galaxies were small, and they produced correspondingly small bursts of star formation
when they merged. “Yet in J100054+023436, we see
an extreme starburst. The merging galaxies must be
pretty large.”
Capak and colleagues are busy looking for more Baby
Boomers “to see if this is a one-off case or a common
occurrence.” The theory of evolution of galaxies hangs
in the balance.
Meanwhile… A star is born. A star is born. A star is
born.
See more breathtaking Spitzer images at
www.spitzer.caltech.edu/Media/mediaimages.
Kids can play the new Spitzer “Sign Here!” game at
spaceplace.nasa.gov/en/kids/spitzer/signs.
This article was provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
California Institute of Technology, under a contract with the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

FOR SALE: Discovery PDHQ Dobsonian Telescope,
12.5”, f5, (94% pyrex mirror reflectivity), 1 1/4”, 2”
Crayford focuser, Base plus 2x2’ Platform, 12v antidew system, Telrad Reflex Sight, Aluminum foam lined
lens case, Meade lenses: 40 mm super wide, 32 mm
super plossl, 8.8 mm ultra wide, 12.4 mm super plossl,
4.7 mm super plossl, 2x “shorty” Barlow. Sirius

Lenses: 25 mm plossl, 17 mm plossl, 10 mm plossl.
Filters: 1 1/4” 13%, 25% Moon, 1 1/4” variable po-

larizer (moon), 1 1/4”, 2” Oxygen III, 1 1/4” Narrow
Band, 1 1/4” Blue, Green, Red, Yellow, 2” Fine Focus
Adapter, Orion Collimating Cheshire, Orion LaserMate
Collimator, Red Beam Flashlight, Desert Storm “Aluminum” Cover, Transporting Dolly. Initial Purchase Price:
$3500. Asking Price: $1900. Contact Al McDonald,
248 -343-1643. [03-2009]
FOR SALE: Orion Skyquest xT8, 8” Dobsonian Telescope, 1200 mm; f/5.9, crayford style focuser that
accepts 2” and 1.25” eyepieces. Comes with Object
Locator. Enjoy fully computerized object capabili ty. A l s o c o m e s w i t h
Sirius Lenses; 25 mm
plossl and 10 mm plossl,
9x50 right angle finder,
and the Orion Lasermate
Deluxe Collimator. Bought
in April 2008. Still under
warranty until April, ’09. Asking price: $550 or bestoffer. Contact John Kosmo at 586-427-6014 [04-2009]
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WASP SURVEY
In the June, 2008 issue of the WASP, a survey was
introduced to members asking for feedback on areas
of interest to be included in future issues of the WASP.
The survey was posted on the WarrenAstro blog site in
the form of a poll. The results of that poll are now in,
and listed below.
POLL QUESTION: Of the following topics, which do
you most want to see in the WASP?
If you have other material you want to include, please
email it to the list or to our publications director Larry
Phipps at publications@warrenastro.org
CHOICES AND RESULTS
- Board Meeting Minutes, 7 votes, 11.48%
- Upcoming events: Star Parties, Picnics, etc., 7 votes,
11.48%
- Presentations and Meeting Schedule, 6 votes, 9.84%
- WAS Subgroup Reports, 6 votes, 9.84%
- Astro Chatter, 5 votes, 8.20%
- President's Field Of View, 5 votes, 8.20%
- Swap Shop, 5 votes, 8.20%
- Online or new software tools / applications, 4 votes,
6.56%
- Astronomical Events, 4 votes, 6.56%
- Deep Sky Observing, 4 votes, 6.56%
- Solar Updates, 3 votes, 4.92%
- In the News, 2 votes, 3.28%
- NASA's Space Place, 1 votes, 1.64%
- Moon Calendar, 1 votes, 1.64%
- Astronomy quiz, puzzles, etc., 1 votes, 1.64%
Upon review and discussion, WAS officers have already committed to expanding areas of interest such
as upcoming events, and presentations. This editor
will make every (reasonable!) effort to include more of
what you want to see, and read. As editor, I am in
search of reporters to help all of our members by
submitting information and articles, including web
links. Chances are high that if you are interested, then
someone else is too! If anyone has a suggestion for
additional ideas for categories to include in the WASP,
please, send them in.
Larry Phipps
Publications Director / Editor
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